
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Writing Workshop - Essay #2 Basics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Essay #2 
Type: Compare / Contrast Essay using the Exemplification/Description rhetorical styles 
Topic:  Compare or Contrast an important aspect of tiger parents and your parents' child-

raising styles. 

Length:  5 paragraphs, 1100 ~ 1300 words 
Paragraph length:  Minimum 15 sentences each for body paragraphs 
Paragraph content: In each body paragraph, use one example of tiger parenting compared 

or contrasted with one similar example of your parents' parenting style 
Research: Find direct descriptions of tiger family experiences and life examples: (1) Informal 

research on the web using a search engine; (2) informal and/or formal research on 
library databases; and (3) information from Amy Chua’s ebook (online). 

 

Definitions: 

• Thesis statement: Your thesis statement must have a specific focus to it. 

• Some compare/contrast essays are general and only have very general topics in 
common. For example, if you are contrasting Kansai and Kanto, you might choose to 
contrast them by food, nature, and festivals. Notice that these three differences are not 
related; they are simply three random differences between the two regions. 

• The compare/contrast essay we will write is more focused. You must not just write, 
"My parents are different from tiger parents," or even "My parents are different from 
tiger parents in terms of education." Instead, you must find a focus and explain the 
difference in the thesis statement. For example: 

o In contrast with tiger parents, my parents allowed me to make my own life 
decisions, which later helped me become an independent adult. 

• Notice that the above example does not just state that there is a difference, but that the 
difference (the focus) is very specific: independence by making life decisions. 

• You could use other focuses as well, for example: 
o which form of motivation worked best (free or forced) 
o which parenting style has the best academic results 
o which parenting style allowed for better social skills 
o whether either form of parenting resulted in more stress and bad effects 

 

• Examples of focus points include: Stress, Pressure, Motivation, Control, Academic 
Performance, Independence, Making Decisions, Mental Health, Ability to Socialize, as 
well as many others. 

 
  



• How do you find the focus? You will have brainstormed and done research to find 
stories and events that happened in tiger parents' homes and others that happened in 
your home as you were growing up. 

• You will try to join examples from both groups into pairs; for example: 
o Amy Chua decided exactly what hobby her girls would have (like the piano) 

and forced them to practice hard at it 
o My parents allowed me to explore my own interests and find what motivated 

me and brought me the most enjoyment 

• Important: make sure that each of these examples has a story about it, or at least a 
good amount of detail explaining the parenting decision and how it was done. You 
cannot just say, "Amy Chua did not allow sleep-overs" and that is the end of the 
example! There must be more in the original source about why it was done, how it was 
done, and/or what the effect was. 

 
 

The major goals of this essay will be: 

• To teach you a specific rhetorical style (compare/contrast) and how that style may 
change the shape of paragraphs and the whole essay 

• To introduce the idea of using examples to allow you to analyze something and 
come to conclusions 

• To (again) stress the importance of adding as much descriptive detail as possible 

• To give you practice in researching in various forms, how to paraphrase, and how to 
make correct MLA citations to help avoid plagiarism. 

 
 
ESSAY WORK 
 
Again, I expect you to work hard on every part of this assignment, especially the essay 
drafts. If you start working on the draft one day before the due date, then I will not take 
your work seriously. Each draft will require a great deal of work. I require at least 2 full 
hours of work on the 1st draft, at least 3 hours of work on the 2nd draft, and 4 hours of 
work on the final draft. 
 
I will be checking the amount of time you spend writing each draft! 
  



WRITING FROM READING 
 
Essay #2 will be a Compare & Contrast as well as a Descriptive essay. You will read a 
writing by Amy Chua, do some brainstorming exercises, and then write a compare/contrast 
essay based on the reading as well as your own personal experiences. There will be some 
research involved, and you will be required to add a Works Cited list. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
In the United States, the style of education has evolved. In the past, teaching was far more 
strict, and, at least in elementary school, teachers were authorized to use physical violence 
against students—using either a tree branch or even a paddle to "spank" the children, i.e. to 
inflict pain by repeatedly hitting their rear end. Alternately, a student might be hit on the 
hands with a hard, sharp object like a ruler. This was referred to as "corporal punishment." 
 
In more recent times, psychological studies and new theories about education rejected the 
harsher punishment-driven education methods, and concentrated instead on reward. At least 
some people considered punishment to be damaging to a student's psychological 
development, and it was considered better to build up the students rather than punish them. 
The idea was that if you tell a student that they are bad, they will believe that they are bad, 
and their performance will reflect that. It was considered wrong because the student might 
actually be talented, but was being discouraged and made to believe otherwise. 
 
In some cases, the attention to "self-esteem"—the student's own view of their value and 
ability—became over-emphasized. Far less attention was put on competition and winning, 
and more attention was placed on rewarding anyone and everyone. This development was 
criticized for going too far in the opposite direction, because if everyone gets the same 
rewards, then the rewards do not mean anything. It was even seen as abusive, because 
students who did poorly would be praised and rewarded, but could clearly see that the praise 
was not deserved. Because of this, students might not trust praise and it might be seen as 
false and thus discouraging. 
 
None of these directions was absolute. The mainstream direction of education theory focused 
on enablement, on giving students the tools and guidance they needed, while not being overly 
strict or permissive. There is more recognition that each student learns differently. The 
emphasis is now on the student as the primary actor in their education, and on the teacher 
mostly as a facilitator. There are a variety of other theories and practices, however. 
 
Meanwhile, parents have perhaps become more involved in the education process. Starting 
several decades ago, parents started doing things like playing classical music to babies not 
yet born, or stimulating them from their very first days. Similar to Japan in the 1980's, there 
began a race to prepare children for their future careers from the very beginning. Getting 
one's child into a top-level pre-school, even at the age of just a few years, became a big 
priority for some parents. 
 
Certain types of parents who paid special attention to their children's development and safety 
began to appear. One type has been called "helicopter parents," named such because they 
are always "hovering" over their children like a news helicopter at the site of a news story. 
These parents are often criticized as being too controlling, too strict with teachers, and too 
demanding of the children to excel. Sometimes they are over-concerned with the safety of 



their children. While parents of the 80s and earlier allowed children great freedom to play 
anywhere in the neighborhood, modern parents see it as nearly a crime, like child abuse, to 
allow their children to play at a local park without adult supervision. Instead of children 
deciding to play together whenever they feel like it, "play dates" are now arranged. 
 
Another modern aspect of parent's relationship to their children that has become famous in 
the last 20 years or so is the "Soccer Mom" phenomenon. This is the image of a mother of 
children, usually in the suburbs, working hard to attending to the needs of her children. The 
idea is that if, for example, the children want to play soccer, the Soccer Mom dutifully loads 
up the SUV Minivan and drives the kids to and from such events. Soccer Moms famously 
sacrifice their time and effort to enable their children to have full, safe, happy childhoods. 
 
One of the more extreme parenting styles is referred to as Tiger Parenting, or the "Tiger 
Mom" model of parenting. This focuses on the relationship between the parent and the child, 
not so much on the school or the teacher itself. 
 
Amy Chua wrote a book titled Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother, in which she tells the story 
of how she raised her daughters. An article with excerpts from the book, titled "Why Chinese 
Mothers Are Superior," was published in the Wall Street Journal (a famous, conservative, 
economics-centered national newspaper). The "Chinese Mothers" part of the title may have 
been the editor's choice and not Chua's, as she presents her parenting method as cultural, and 
not ethnic. You are required to read from the ebook version, which I will show you how 
to access. 
 
 
ASSIGNMENT 
 
You will read this essay multiple times, taking notes and working out the ideas, facts, and 
philosophies presented by Chua. You will also do brainstorming regarding how you yourself 
were raised by your parents, and what method they used to encourage your own education. 
You will react to Chua's reading, comparing her parenting style with your parents' style. You 
will do research on the "Tiger Mom" phenomenon, focusing less on research and studies, and 
more on personal experiences that other people had as children of Tiger Parents.  
 
In the end, you will write an essay which compares or contrasts Chua's parenting methods 
with those used on you by your parents when you were younger. You will create a basic 
thesis about how the two styles are different, and what effect that may have had. Do not 
just state that "one is more strict," or "one was more successful"; you must focus on why one 
was, in your opinion, better than the other, based on the focus point. "Better" can mean that it 
resulted in better education, or that it resulted in greater personal satisfaction, balance, 
development, or success. 
 
In addition to this being a compare/contrast essay, it is also a description and 
exemplification essay. In each paragraph, you will be required to provide specific examples 
from Chua and your research which describe in great detail what experiences people had with 
Tiger parenting, and then you will explain how this example supports your main point. You 
will then provide an example from your own childhood which compares to or contrasts with 
the Tiger Parent example, and explain how it is different and why it worked better or worse. 
 
  



The Steps: 
 

¨ Read and then re-read and examine the Chua article, taking notes 
¨ Complete the homework assignment for the Amy Chua reading 
¨ Do research to find other examples or facts relating to "Tiger Parenting" 
¨ Brainstorm stories about your own upbringing which match the tiger parenting 

research 
¨ Brainstorm focus points comparing or contrasting your upbringing and Chua's 

parenting style (each combination of tiger + your family is an “Example Pair”) 
¨ Find common focus points in three or more Example Pairs, choose the best set which 

will support a thesis statement about parenting 
¨ Create a Mini outline 
¨ Create a Full outline 
¨ Plan your writing schedule 
¨ Brainstorm introduction and conclusion techniques 
¨ Brainstorm vocabulary 
¨ Write a first draft 
¨ Respond to my markup on the first draft 
¨ Write a second draft 
¨ Respond to my markup on the second draft 
¨ Write a final draft 

 
I will expect that you begin working on an essay assignment as soon as I give it to you, that 
you treat each assignment seriously and apply maximum effort towards it. While I will set 
due dates, you may continue to work on your essays until I begin grading. Make a work 
schedule to plan when and how much you will work on this, and keep in mind that I will 
monitor the amount of work that you do! 
 
 

 


